Structural basis for oseltamivir resistance of influenza viruses.
Oseltamivir, one of the two anti-neuraminidase drugs, is currently the most widely used drug against influenza. Resistance to the drug has occurred infrequently among different viruses in response to drug treatment, including A H5N1 viruses, but most notably has emerged among recently circulating A H1N1 viruses and has spread throughout the population in the absence of drug use. Crystal structures of enzyme-drug complexes, together with enzymatic properties, of mutants of H5N1 neuraminidase have provided explanations for high level oseltamivir resistance due to the common H275Y mutation, with retention of zanamivir susceptibility, and intermediate level resistance due to the N295S mutation. Complementation of enhanced NA activity due to a D344N mutation by the H275Y mutation suggests an explanation for the recent emergence and predominance of oseltamivir-resistant influenza A H1N1 viruses.